Molecular interaction of PCB180 to human serum albumin: insights from spectroscopic and molecular modelling studies.
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are potentially hazardous to the environment because of their chemical stability and biological toxicity. In this study, we identified the binding mode of a representative PCB180 to human serum albumin (HSA) using fluorescence and molecular dynamics (MD) simulation methods. PCB180 bound exactly at subdomain IIIA of HSA based on the fluorescence study along with site marker displacement experiments. PCB180 also induced conformational changes that were governed mainly by hydrophobic forces. MD studies and free energy calculations also made important contributions to the understanding of the effects of an HSA-PCB180 system on conformational changes. The simulations on binding behavior proved that PCB180 was located only in subdomain IIIA. Hydrophobic interactions dominated the mode of binding behavior. The results obtained using the two methods correlated well with each other. Our findings provide a framework for elucidating the mechanisms of PCB180-HSA binding, and may also help in further research on the transportation, distribution, and toxicity effects of PCBs when introduced into human blood serum.